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ABSTRACT: A Unifying Perspective to Understanding Computational Intelligence Techniques and
Their Applicability in Various Applications. Computational intelligence techniques, such as Neural
Networks, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), has been receiving a large
attention in research area nowadays. Their application has covered vast area from engineering and
business. This paper highlight a perspective that could provide newcomer to this field (especially) reasons
and explanations for theirsuch wide range of applications. Throughout thepaper, control applications in
will be used as an example for the implementation of this perspective in real mechanical engineering
application.
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INTRODUCTION
In this article, we will be dealing with computational
intelligence technique (following James Bezdek
definition) i.e. Neural Networks, SVM and Fuzzy Logic.
Note that Haykin (1999), instead, considers SVM just as
another candidate in NN.
Each of this technique has been receiving a lot of
attention nowadays, due to their increasing applicability in
various engineering fields as well as business. Some of
their applications include pattern character or face
recognition, character recognition, machine learning,
adaptive control, forecasting and prediction (see e.g. 1,2,
3,4,5,7, 14 and 18).
Fuzzy logic is basically a methodology of dealing
with inexact or uncertain information. However, in this
thesis, the methodology is already embedded in a rule
based expert system, so-called Fuzzy Inference System
(FIS), which make it capable of making inference even
from fuzzily defined variables. Hence, it can be classified
as an Artificial Intelligence technique, or a rule based
Expert System to be more specific, which uses Fuzzy
Logic to deal with uncertainty (Turban, 1992). This
methodology has been motivated by the way human
reasoning from data that are mostly fuzzy. On the
contrary, Neural Networks are inspired by the physical
architecture of human brain. It tries to mimic this
architecture in a much simpler way, and further tries to
obtain the benefit of this architecture in making
generalization from a stream of data.
Though these two different features make them seem
to be very different from each other, in fact they have
several important things in common. As we can see later,
all of them are basically function approximator. They are
capable to represent highly complex mappings.
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It is this capability that has been fully utilized in
most applications. This capability is often discussed in the
various area, among all are: function approximation (or
discrete approximation, to be more proper),
interpolation/regression or curve fitting.
In this article, discrete approximation process in
mathematical perspective will be used to understand the
behavior of each of this CI techniques. With this unifying
perspective, it is expected that this article could provide
insights to the novice towards wider application of CI
techniques.
The exposition starts with a review on discrete
approximation in mathematical perspective. The analysis
of each of the three CI techniques is next provided to
show their conformity to discrete approximation
perspective. Finally, control application of one CI
technique is presented as an illustration.
Note there has been new trend now to make CI
techniques work complementarity. This trend leads to the
emergence of a new field called Soft-Computing.
Following the definition of Lotfi Zadeh the father of
Fuzzy Logic and founder of Soft Computing (SC), SC is a
discipline situated at the confluence of distinct
methodologies: Fuzzy Logic, Neural Network and
Probabilistic Reasoning. The latter includes Evolutionary
Algorithms, Chaos Theory, Belief Networks and, though
only partially, Learning Theory. In this paper we will also
include one SC candidate, that is the Neuro-Fuzzy system.
REVIEW: MATHEMATICAL PERSPECTIVE OF
DISCRETE APPROXIMATION
In discrete approximation problem, the general objective
is to find analytic models, usually in the form of function,
from a set of discrete data. The analytical model found
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then can be used for variety of purpose, such as analyzing
trends, estimating the future value, or to estimate the
output of a new input not contained in training set. To be
precise, firstly, a set of discrete data (henceforth will be
called training set):
(x,></,)€»*x«R>/ =l,2f...,tf (1)
that is assumed to represent mapping d(.), is usually given.
The task is to find a function /* from a certain class of
functions,:
FM = {f(x;cl,c2,...,cM):cl,c2,...,cM eSR} (2)
such that the distance between/* and d(.) is minimal. The
searched function /*, henceforth will be called
approximator.
In simpler words, the task can be described as "To
find a specific approximator/* by setting the value of the
MparametersofFM(the ch c2,.... c^j) such that this/* will
be as close as possible to d(.f\ As a measure of the
closeness of/* to training set, a minimization of a distance
function (also called as objective function, residual norm,
or cost function) is required. One of the most common
objective function used is the minimization of Sum of
Squared Error (SSE):
min^Cr^)-^)2) (3)
/=!
The task of finding the best approximator is often termed
as learning, training, or optimization process.
Hence, at least there are three important parts of an
approximator, which will determine its property, quality
and suitability. They are: firstly, the architecture of the
approximator, that is the way the analytic model/function
is coded in the approximator; secondly, the choice of the
objective function used; and finally, the algorithm used to
adjust the free parameters of the approximator in order to
reachoptimalityof the objective function.
Note that in the previous definition, the training set
and the approximator are defined in <R* x91 space. In
engineering field, this is often called a Multi Input Single
Output (MISO) case. A more general case is the Multi
Input Multi Output (MIMO) case. Approximators based
on CI techniques are generally capable of being MIMO
approximators. For a more comprehensive, yet not too
rigorous treatment of discrete/fiinction approximation,
refer to textbooks such as (Ueberhuber, 1995).
In the following section, we will analyze all of the
three CI techniques using discrete approximation
perspective.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT: THE THREE CI
TECHNIQUES
Neural Network Class
To quickly bring reader to a basic understanding of NN,
letus look at onesimple sample of NN as shown in Figure
1.This sample is simple, yet it is functional, and even one
of the most commonly used architecture is NN. It is of the
type that is commonly referred to as Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP). In this sample, the MLP has a multi
input, single hidden layer and single linear output layer
architecture.
Figure 1. Architecture of two input single output single hidden layer
MLP
First let us viewthe figure on a global perspective by
noting only the dotted line box and its function in
processing inputvectorx to produce output^. Omitall the
internal representation of it, for the time being. By so
doing, wecaneasily infer that NN is basically nothing but
an approximator. It is a mechanism to map a set of input
in input space to a set of output in output space.
Mathematically this can be simply written as: ><x)=F(x)
wherey(.) is the approximator searched.
Now let us find out what kind of function, this F(.)
represents by noting the architecture inside the dotted line
box. It is shown there that first every input is weighted.
This is usually done by multiplying the input with a set
predetermined constant value denoted by w,t, w)2, wNM,
which is often referred to as weights. Having weighted,
these weighted inputs then are redirected through a series
of nodes, which NN literature often refer to as neurons.
There are two types of neurons in this architecture.
The first type is on the neurons on the first layer after
input layer, often referred to as hidden layer. The
processes each of these first type neuron perform to every
incoming inputconsistof two operations, i.e.a summation
operation S(.) and a nonlinear mapping operation (p(.).
There are many choices of nonlinear mapping that can be
used. A sample of it is a hyperbolic tangent function
(p(x)=a tanh(b x) with a,b>0. Hence the output of each
hidden neuron in this hidden layer, take for instance
hidden neuron vk, can be describedmathematically as:
R R
v* (x) =<Pk(yZwkrxr) =otanh(6^w^f) (4)
The output of all neurons in this hidden layer will
proceed to the next layer, in this case an output layerthat
happen to be a linearone. A linearoutput layermeans that
the operation of each neuron in this layer is merely a
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summation operation. Hence theoutput of each neuron in
this layer, in this case there is only single neuron, can be
described as:
K K R
y(\) =2>,VA(X) =5>*^(2>*r*r ) (5)
where: R and K are the number of inputs and hidden
neurons of the NN respectively. Hence, we have found the
total mapping this neural network architecture represents.
The next question arises could be what advantage
can we have by representing this mathematical mapping in
neural form like this?
To answer this question, recall that this type of
representation is inspired by the architecture of human
brain. It was found that the architecture of human brain is
very much responsible for brain's ability to making
generalization out of a bunch of facts and store the result
as knowledge. Hence, by imitating the way brain works
computationally, we expect to be able to obtain
computational machine that has intelligent property as
human brain. In NN's jargon, the bunch of data is
represented by the so-called training set; the knowledge is
represented in mathematical form as functions; the
learning process of making generalization is the
training/learning process.
There are two stages of operation every NN
architecture has to pass through. The first stage is the
learning stage. In this stage, anNN isgiven a setofpoints
or vectors (training set)that is assumed to represent target-
mapping d(.). Through a training/learning algorithm, the
NN is expected to learn the inherent mapping so that later
it can make generalization when dealing with input other
than the training set. As does the other approximator,
mathematically, the learning process is actually a process
of adjusting the value of all the weights wk and wir in
Equation (5) such that \\y(x)-d(x)\\ is minimum. Thus,
closeness isgenerally theonlyobjective intraining.
There are three proposed methods of training, i.e.
supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement training
method. In this paper we restrict our discussion to the
supervised training/learning method. With this training
method, the training set is as described in Equation (1). It
consists of two set of vectors, i.e. inputvectors (xj and the
desired output (yt) for the corresponding input vectors.
Hence, the learning process of NN is mathematically the
same as the general discrete approximation learning
described in the beginning of this section 0. To be more
specific, we adjust the weights of the NN such that the
mapping of F(xt) as close as possible toytfor all training
vector. The process of adjusting the weights is generally
done through unconstrained optimization algorithms like
Lavenberg-Marquardt or Gradient Descent.
Having passed successfully the learning stage, then
NN enters the second stage, i.e. the usage/simulation
stage. In this stage, the NN architecture is supposed to
have represented the intended mapping. It is now ready
for use. Every input that we give, even though we have
never given it in training stage, should be mapped to
produceoutput, which consistent to mapping contained in
the training set.
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Commonly used architecture of NN such as MLP or
RBFN has already been proven able to learn and then
represent highly complex mappings to any arbitrary
accuracy. However, there is no guarantee generally, that
themapping itobtains isthe optimal one.
As in NN language and common terms, the
important parts which would determine the optimality of
NN's function as approximators are: the architecture,
which includes the number of hidden neurons, hidden
layers, operations in each hidden layer, the type of non
linear function used in each neurons and finally the
number of weights (freely adjustable parameters); the
objective function used; the learning strategy oralgorithm
used to adjust the weights or the free parameters of the
NN.
In general with the above-described architecture,
there are several important advantages of NN. Some of
which are:
• It is readily conformance to all distributed processing
concept. Themapping it represents has been naturally
decomposed into a series of simple and mostly
uniform nonlinear activity called neuron. This leads
the way to its applicability in very large scale
integrated (VLSI) technology.
• Fault tolerance. If implemented in hardware form, it
is potential for having a fault tolerance property. Due
to its massive parallel neurons working together to
represent a single mapping, a failure of a few neurons
maynotdegrade itsperformance drastically.
However, there is also a possibly not so much liked
property of this NN because of this distributed way of
storing a mapping (knowledge). That is it is difficult to
interpret. It is usually difficultto find out which neuron is
responsible tocertain region of mapping. Hence, it isquite
difficult to know the quality of knowledge or mapping it
represents precisely.
Readers are suggested to refer to various textbooks
such as (Haykin, 1999) for a more comprehensive
exposition on NN. In the rest of this thesis, we will be
dealing mostly with an NN candidate called Gaussian
Radial Basis function Network (RBFN) that has single
input and single output architecture with supervised
learning paradigm.
SVMandSVR
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a relatively new
technique in CI. Rooted in the framework of statistical
learning theory, it isoriginally developed for classification
application. Later, it is further developed to work as an
approximator for regression application. The SVM
developed specifically for regression application
henceforth will be called as Support Vector Regression
(SVR).
As other types of approximator, SVR learning
algorithm also searches for a specific SVR approximator,
which is as close as possible to function d(.) represented
by training set. The measure of the closeness is an
objective/cost function denoted by C(y(x)-d(x)). However,
in SVR, closeness is not the only objective. There is
another constraint imposed on the chosen SVR
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approximator, that is it should have a certain degree of
flatness. The flatness criteria will be illustrated later.
The architecture and form of SVR approximators is:
y(x) = (a).ic(x))+ b (6)
where a) and b are the adjustable constant parameters,
while k(.) is a nonlinear function that is usually called as
Kernel.
In search for the best SVR approximator, which
fulfills the two-fold objective, i.e. closeness and flatness,
the learning algorithm should minimize an objective
function that consists of two terms. The first term is the
empirical risk Remp[y], which is to ensure the closeness
criteria, while the other is a complexity term to ensure
flatness criteria. The objective function to be minimized
can be written as:
*«Ly] = *«,b]+T*reg 0)
2
2NC
where N is the number oftraining data.
to (7)
As can be inferred, X is a constant to determine the
degree of flatness imposed to constrain the closeness
criteria. However, it may be strange that in the third line, k
is suddenly replaced by another constant, i.e. C The
replacement is on purpose to show some equivalence
between SVR framework and Regularization framework.
The X is a commonly used constant symbol in
Regularization framework, while C is an equivalent
counterpart for SVR. Henceforth, we will useC instead of
A and close discussion on Regularization framework.
Interested readers are referred to (Girosi, 1995). Thus now
C is the variable to determines a trade off between the
approximation accuracy and the flatness of the function.
So, the learning problem of SVR is the solution of
optimization problem in Equation (7). By reformulating
the optimization problem into its langrange function and
then imposing the saddle pointcondition to it, it turns out
that the learning problem can be converted into Quadratic
Programming (QP)problem. QP problem is an established
research area in the area of optimization. There are many
algorithms available and unique solutions are possible.
Having derived Equation (7) as explained above, it
turns out that that min Equation (6) is:
N
I
*=1
Hence, the form of the approximant would be:
(8)
.Kx) =X(aA -ak)(ic(xk).ic(xk)) +b
k=\
=£(<**-<** )<p(xk,x,) +b
k=\
N 0
=Z wk<P(*k >x) +bwhere wk =(ak - ak ) (9)
provided that (p(.) satisfies Mercer's condition. Mercer's
theorem determine some conditions such that
/c(xk ).tc(xk) isequal tp(xk, x) .
Note that the dual variables (ak —CCk) are the free
parameters of this SVR. The value will be set by solving
the QP optimization problem introduced previously. More
detail exposition about QP problem will be provided in the
next section.
Learning Problem
From the final form in Equation (2-9), we can see
that the parameters to determine in learning process are
weights wti. Unlike NN, however, now the weights is
determined by the two other variables o\., o£. Thus, the
number of free parameters are twice of the number of
training data used. These parameters are to be determined
from the solution of QP problem mentioned above.
In order to know the QP problem to solve precisely,
we have to first specify the cost function c(y(x)-d(x)) we
are interested to use in measuring the closeness of
approximant to training data. There are several choices
can be used. However, throughout this thesis we will be
using only the so-called e-insensitive loss function, which
is defined as:
c(yW-d)Jy(X)-^Sf0^X)-^S (10)[ 0otherwise
One interpretation of this cost function is as a tube
with radius 8, whose axis is all the training set. Thus
solving the QP problem with this cost function will result
an SVR which is as flat as possible within the tube as
depicted in Figure 2.
Figure2. InterpretationofSVR with ^insensitive loss function
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With this choice of cost function, then the learning
problem is a QP problem:
Maximize:
ZH -%)(% -<% )(*c*)Afo))-*2ft -^*)+I>*(^ -oi)
*=l A=l M
(0-1)
' N
Subject to: ^
. <**,«** e[0,C]
However, this QP problem has not been written in a
standard form, which common QP solvers such as Matlab
optimization toolbox® can work with. To cast it into the
standard form, let us define:
0k=akmdpk+N=ak*
cT =[e-yle-y2...s +yN€ +y]e+y2...s +yN]
\ D -D]Q= _D D where diJ=rc(xi,xi)
A = [U...\-\-l...-\]
bT=[00...0]
01)
Hence, the QP problem in Equation (2-12) can be
rewritten as:
Minimize: -pTQp +cTp
Subject to: Ax = b
(12)
Having known the learning problem, then we can use any
standard QP solver to solve for the weights wk such as
OSL from IBM and MINOS from Stanford Optimization
Laboratory. However, there are also specially designed
solvers for SVR such as the one proposed by Smola, et al
(1998) as a modification of the original Sequential
Minimal Optimizationfor classification(Piatt 1999).For a
more comprehensive overview on SVR, the reader is
referred to (Vapnik, 1997)and (Smola, et al 1998).
Fuzzy
Fuzzy logic, having initiated by Zadeh in 1965, can
be considered as an extension to an already matured
conceptof classical logic. Together, they provide the most
objective way for us and now for a machine, to making
deduction/reasoning of a new knowledge based on several
acceptable propositions.
In classical logic, all the data involved in the
reasoning process, must be crisply or strictly defined. For
example, if we want to define a person as an old person,
we have to define first a closed boundary of age into
whicha personwill be classifiedas old. One way to define
it has been illustrated in Figure 3 (left). Notice that the
boundary is sharp. However, in fuzzy logic, the
requirement for defining a data in a crisp way has been
removed. It now can accept data that are defined in a
fuzzy way, without a sharp boundary. This is of course,
much closer to the way human expresses data and
knowledge, which makes it more suitable to express
human's natural reasoning. Note at Figure 3 (right), for
comparisonon how to define old in a fuzzy way.
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"Old"(crisplydefined) "Old" (fuzzyty defined)
Input:)
(Cnip
60 «» so Age
Figure 3. CrispversusFuzzy set
Now, we would not like to talk so much about this
fuzzy logic itself. Instead, we would go directly to a
practical architecture in applying the fuzzy logic concept
in control application. The architecture is often referred to
as fuzzy inference system (FIS), fuzzy-rule-base systems
(FRBS), fuzzy models, fuzzy associative memories
(FAM) or simply fuzzy controllers (FC). Thearchitecture
is depictedin Figure4.
nOQ
(Fultitod input)
KnowtadB* Baaa
Dactalon-maklno
Unit
CFulxHwd input)
£ Daffintflar
Output: V
(Ortap Output)
Figure4. FuzzyInference Systemarchitecture
By viewing only the input and output relation, we
can easily see that this system is basically nothing but
another approximator like the NN above. The main
difference with NN and SVM above, is on the way it
represents the mapping or the function, andhence the way
it obtains the knowledge about the mapping. In FIS, the
mapping isstored in knowledge basecomponent ina form
of rules such as:
• IF Service is Poor OR Food is RancidTHEN Tip is
Cheap
• IF Service is GoodTHEN Tip is Average
• IF Service is Excellent OR Food is Delicious THEN
Tip is Generous
In the above rules, there are two fuzzy input variables
(Service and Food) and one fuzzy output variable (Tip).
Input variable Service is partitioned into three members
(poor, good and excellent); input variable food is
partitioned into two members (rancid and delicious)',
output variable tip is partitioned into three members
(generous, average, and generous). The rules can be
formed bycombining all the members using a grid system
such as depicted in Table. However, this way the number
of partitions at least would be the product of the number
of members in each input variable.
Table 1.Composing rulesby a grid system
Rule No. Input Variable
Rulel
Rule 2
Rule 3
Service
Poor(l)
Poor(1)
Good (2)
Food
Rancid (1)
Delicious (2)
Rancid (1)
Output
Variable
Jul
Cheap (1)
Cheap (1)
Cheap (1)
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A common way to reduce the numberof rules is by a
technique called clustering, which is not going to be
elaborated further here. The set of rules serves as the
rulebase module while the definition of each fuzzy set
involved serves as the database. The IFand THEN part of
a rule arecalled premise and consequent part respectively.
To calculate a consequent from a set of premise results, a
T-norm operation such as multiplication is used. In the
sample of rules shown above, the FIS has two inputs and
single output. The output of the decision-making unit is
still in fuzzified form. This needs to be converted back to
crisp through a deffuzifier.
The overall process of inferencing can be seen in
Figure 5, which is taken from Matlab Fuzzy Toolbox 3.0
User Guide.
Figure 5. Operations in Fuzzy Inference System
The different way of representing the mapping
between a standard FIS and NN system facilitates a
differentway of obtaining knowledge.
Unlike NN that is designed to learn the mapping
purely through inductive process, that is through a set of
generated samples (the training data), a FIS system is
designed to learn the mapping or to infer the knowledge
from an expert. Theexpert is somebody or something that
is known to have already known the mapping, which FIS
is expected to represent, very well. It could be a human
operator or a conventional controller who has been
succeeded to control the system. The architecture of FIS,
which is just like human's decision-making procedure,
makes this transferof knowledge possible. The expert can
inject its knowledge to the FIS in the form of determining
the setting of every parameter of in the membership
functions in data base component, and by setting up a
number of rules in rulebase of the FIS. Hence, a FIS
system can be implemented, for instance, to replace a
skilled operator in controlling a machine/plant such as the
one used in washing machine.
In short, with respect to how knowledge obtained,
FIS can be regarded as a mapper that uses a top down
approach, while NN uses a bottom up approach, i.e. the
knowledge is obtained through trial error experimentation
using training data.
The magnitude of freedom FIS architecture provides
in expressing human decision-making process, on the
other hand, renders a difficulty for the designer to know
the quality of mapping represented. It is difficult for
example to derive the mapping mathematically. That is
why, for example, a universal approximation property of
FIS can only be assessed by imposing certain limitation on
the architecture (Wang, 1992). As a result, a fuzzy system
isonly suitable to providea good enough solution in place
of the best solution.
Depending on the type of consequence membership
function, there are two types of FIS, at least, we can use.
The first type, which was illustrated in Figure 5 above, is
proposed by Mamdani . This type expects fuzzy sets as its
consequence. The other type is called Sugeno style,
proposed by Takagi-Sugeno-Kang in 1983. This type
expects only a singleton (a crisp function) in the
consequence part. In the remaining part of this thesis we
will only deal with FIS with Sugeno style. For more
comprehensive treatment on every aspect touched in this
section, please refer to (Lin, 1996).
Neuro-Fuzzy Class
Now let us consider a situation where a FIS is used
to replace a skilled operator in controlling a machine. Let
us suppose that due to certain condition on the machine,
the dynamics of the machine changes to a condition at
which the knowledge has not been covered in the current
configuration of FIS. In this case, we may expect that the
FIS can learn this new knowledge on its own, asno expert
knowledge available to be injected. Recalling the
distinctive property of NN in learning from scratch, one
way to fulfill this need would be by integrating the NN to
provide a learning capability to fuzzy system. This
integration, commonly referred toas Neuro-Fuzzy system,
is one example of a newly emerging field called Soft
Computing.
There are many papers available proposing Neuro-
Fuzzy integration. Some of which thatuse Sugeno FIS are
proposed by, e.g., Jang (1993) and Xu (1998). From now
on, Sugeno FIS and Neuro-Fuzzy with Sugeno FIS will be
denoted as SF and SNF respectively. The process of
inference of SFcan be described clearly by Figure 6.
Prerrise NFs.. Consoquence.MEs...
t
FuzzifyInput X, and input X, And(rrin)
op.
ztzAi^ cp, w,=p,x,+q2x2+r,
tr^ii B2 (Jfe
w!= p2x14tfcx2+r2
*1 x2
Then op.+Oefuzzify
> Y- (f>l*Wl.C|>2*W2
(Pl.(p2
Figure 6. Lincar-Output-MF (First Order) Sugeno type inference
system
As mentioned earlier, SF uses linear membership
functions in the consequence part. The parameters
contained in all membership functions, in both premise
part and consequence part, are the ones to be trained. To
train them, we can use backpropagation algorithm (Xu,
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1998), or a hybrid algorithm proposed by (Jang, 1993).
The latter is especially interesting for us, as it takes
advantageof the linear membership function used in SF to
obtain a more optimal solution. It is also interesting to see
SF can be represented in NN-like architecture(Figure 7).
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
Figure 7. SNF representation in NN-like form
In this figure, the fuzzy system has two inputs and
one output. Note that in this architecture, the original NN
definition has been extended to its superset, Adaptive
Networks. Unlike NN, there are square and circle nodes,
which represent operations that have or do not have
parameters respectively. Unlike NN either, the link does
not have any weight associated with it. It starts with the
fuzzification process in layer 1. The AND or OR operator
between fuzzified input X and Y in the premise part of a
rule is then calculated in layer 2, in this case by a product
operator to produce q>. Hence, the number of nodes in this
layer, indicates the numberof rules.
The consequence membership function, which is a
singleton for sugeno style, is calculated in layer 3. The
consequence part of each rule is then calculated by
multiplying the <p (premise output) and the w
(consequence output) to obtain a rule output. In layer 4,
the output of each rule is aggregated altogether. Finally,
the defuzzification is done in layer 5. For a general
reference on Neural Fuzzy systems, please refer to e.g.
(Lin, 1996).
DISCRETE APPROXIMATION ABILITY AS THE
CORE CAPABILITY OF CI TECHNIQUES: A
PERSPECTIVE USED IN CONTROL
APPLICATIONS
As repeatedly pointed out in the previous sections,
regardless oftheir internal architectures, thebasic function
of the three classes of computingtechniqueabove is to do
a function mapping. In other words, they all are all
approximators, or can also be calledadaptive mappers. In
mostcases, their learning/training problemsare equivalent
to regression or curve fitting problem. As mentioned
above, all the architecture introduced in the above
explanation has all been proven to have universal
approximation property. For example, a universal
approximation theorem for a type of Neural Network
called Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) is:
"For any continuous input-output mapping function f(x)
there is an RBFN with a set of centers {/,}™, and a
common width Z>0 such that the input-output mapping
function F(x) realized by the RBFN network is close to
f(x) in the Lp norm, p e[I, <*/." (Haykin, 1999)
Hence, provided their parameters are adjusted properly,
RBFNs are capable of imitating any kind of continuous
mapping.
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This basic capability of CI opens a very large
passage for application in many fields. The next section
shows one area, control engineering area, where CI
techniques are widely applied. For any type of controlling
strategythat requires mapping capability such as adaptive
control, system identification, or parameter identification,
CI techniques can be implemented.
SCHEMES FOR APPLICATION OF SOFT
COMPUTING IN CONTROL
(Sigeru, 1995) observed that there are five design
approaches in realization of NN based controller.
Although designed for NN, these design approaches
should be able to be modified in order they can be used for
FIS based or Neuro-Fuzzy based controller. In this thesis
we will only concentrate on one of them, i.e. the one that
is usually referred to as Direct Inverse Control. The
common and practical scheme for it is shown in Figure 8.
'**bKl ut
Plant \Controller
Neural
Uk-li Um, ... Tapped
DelayLine
•k» ' k-ii ••• Tapped
Delay Line
Figure 8. Direct Inverse Control
The common justification for the feasibility of this
scheme, also most of the scheme actually, relies on
assumption that the behavior of the plant can be estimated
by discrete-time difference equations. One type of that
equation iscommonly known as ARMA form:
n-l
yk+\=T,(aiyk-i+b'Uk-i)
i'=0
(13)
Thus, the controller is expected to represent the
following equation:
n-l n-l
uk ={ytired -H^k-i -Zbjuk.j)lb0
>1/=0
For the more general case, where the plant to be
controlled is non-linear, then the controller output would
be:
desiredUk =f(yt7K ^*^A-l'-'M*-l'M*-2—) (14)
Hence the input of the controller are the desired plant
output in the nexttime instantyA. /, the current plantoutput
yh, the past plant outputs yk.h yk.2, ..., and finally the
previous controller output uk.i, uk.2, .... While theoutput of
controller is only the current controller output, uk. Hence,
when a CI techniques such as Neural Network is utilized
as a controller, then it should be able to learn f(.) in
Equation (2-15) and represent it as close as possible.
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Reader is referred to Xi (1998) for a more complete
exposition on the scheme.
The main motivation for the use of the CI technique
as a controller is lhatf() in Equation (2-15) is generally a
proper function (single-valued function). This is deduced
from the fact that in general the relation among variables
in difference equations such as Equation (2-15) is one to
one mapping1.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a unifying perspective in viewing three
popular computational intelligence class of algorithms are
presented. With this perspective, one can see that the three
seemingly different algorithms are basically doing the
same thing, that discrete approximation. With this
perspective, their difference are simply on the algorithms
they use in performing the approximation.
This recognition will provide a common platform for
researcher for benchmarking and understanding the
characteristics of the popular algorithms.
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